
814 Christmas competitions

Christmas Crossword

by Oedipus & Witzelsucht

A Gaskell book and a College mug will be
given for the first correctly completed cross
word drawn out of a hat and for the person
who answers correctly the most 'examination'

questions. Entries should be sent to Dr
Matthew Jelley Consultant Psychiatrist,
Hillview Lodge, Royal United Hospital,
Combe Park, Bath BA1 3NG or to Dr John H.
Owen, Consultant Psychiatrist, Cossham
Hospital, Lodge Hill, Kingswood, Bristol
BS151LF to arrive not later than 31
January 1993.
The names of the winners and answers to both
competitions will appear in the April 1993
issue of the Psychiatric Bulletin.

Across1 & 31 A collective noun for alienists: a "Psyclo";
or "The Cafe"; or "The Silly Gits", perhaps
(3,5,7,2,13)

7 Almost a complete phoneme lost from Pheno
menology to create a new word (7)

8 Unwelcome fluid for alcoholics (7)
10 Novel cognitions put aside (5)
12 High expressed emotions guarantee low

expressed emotion initially (4)13 "History of Sexual Abuse in Georgia" (4)
14 Close to finishing hallucination, but still able to

hear things(4)
17 Boring cerebral matter (4)
19 Hypnotic trance at least puts some sleep backinto the mess I'm messed up in (9)
20 Fear of heights: lose your fear and return to"Leviathan" (4)
21 You are, I see, an acid taken from specimen taken

to diagnose drug abuse (4)23 Chuck in Hurler's Syndrome (4)
25 Special notice in the Edition of the Bulletin (4)
26 Pudenda loses direction - go back and summate

(3,2)
29 Play in tardive side effect of phenothiazine (7)
30 Swiss psychiatrist gives French Blues single to

French monarch (7)

Down
1 Anxiety gets misrepresented in notes (7)
2 Reduce his status, lose your head, show your

feelings (5)
3 A gentile gets up to psychic and physical

relaxation (4)
4 Hospital speciality strikes obscene note that

sounds like a ruse (9)
5 Actor has one too many (5)
6 E(7)9 Memory Man: "The answer is "Le Hez"; am I

right?" (9)
11 First born boy in international Personal

Communication (7)
13 Father figure for Mathilde? (7)15 14beheaded may be "insane" (3)
16 Crazy Anthony Perkins has a twitch (9)
18 Elderly patient buys Sex Pistols record (1,1,1)
20 Syndrome welcomed by occupational therapist

(7)
22 Psychiatrist has contraceptive on trimmed lawn

(7)
24 Go back over. Go back over a trotting horse (5)
27 Imbeciles left in spots (5)
28 Soak up Rorschach (4)
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